To Space & Back
Space exploration shaping your life!
Space exploration has a major effect on our lives —
helping us discover a universe of breathtaking scale
and beauty, and influencing the way we live.

The international award-winning To Space & Back takes
audiences on an incredible journey from the far reaches of our
known universe to our own
planet.
It is an extraordinary story of
human ingenuity and incredible
engineering, describing how the
technology that transports us
through space is paving the way
for the devices and apps we use
every day.
Space — our greatest adventure, is shaping our daily lives. It's shrinking the world into
a gadget that fits into the palm of your hand — but it doesn't stop there.
This is the amazing story of how space exploration is now part of our everyday life.
What's happening above is coming back down to Earth!
The show explores the way each of us has been
changed by the discoveries made by the international space program. From the devices we use
every day to the tools that are breaking new
ground in medicine and engineering, we can
thank space exploration for making our modern
lives possible.
Whether screening for general audiences or
school groups, viewers love the graphics and
draw connections from space to everyday life.
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Discover how space exploration is shaping your
world... discover To Space & Back.
Running time: 25 minutes

Suitable for: General Public

Information about: Space exploration and research, technology

Year of production: 2013

To Space & Back
THEATER SIZE

ANNUAL ATTENDANCE

1-YEAR LICENSE

PRODUCT CODE

10-YEAR LICENSE

PRODUCT CODE

XSMALL

Less than 5,000

$2,625

TSB-P1

$3,500

TSB-P

SMALL

Less than 10,000

$4,875

TSB-S1

$6,500

TSB-S

MEDIUM

Less than 30,000

$6,000

TSB-M1

$8,000

TSB-M

INTERMEDIATE

Less than 50,000

LARGE

Less than 100,000

XLARGE

Less than 200,000

GIANT

200,000 or more

TSB-P1

TSB-P

TSB-L1

Contact us

TSB-X1

TSB-L

Contact us

TSB-L1

TSB-X
TSB-L
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